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thanks

Matt Clark
ST*ff REPORTER

The University kicked off its 2004
Orientation and Registration (O-Reg) program last week, introducing oodles of program changes that exasperated entering
freshman on their first day of college life.
"It was kind of a long day, but it was
informative," O-Reg participant Kylee
Munson said, her friend and fellow entering freshman Kristin Osbome nodding in
agreement.

However, the welcome day these
University entrants faced was a little
shorter than what current University students remember because this year's
entering freshmen took their placement
tests online, finishing them before they
even stepped foot on campus.
"It was nice that we didn't have to be
here early to take tests," Munson said.
The tests were taken through the
MyBGSU blackboard system, which
allowed students to retake the tests quick-

ly if they wished.
"I liked it because you could take it
three times," O-Reg participant Justin
Bailey said, referring to the online version
of the math placement test.
Bailey, Munson, and Osbome had no
trouble completing the online testing, and
all agreed that it was easy.
The extra time was not put to waste,
however. O-Reg 2004 participants were
introduced to longer, more personal academic meetings, an improved "F0CU8 on

ByMandyUnd
SIAIf REPORTER

Duane Whilmire, director of
the Student Technology Center,
will retire this month after serving Ohio's higher education
community for over 34 years-the
last 29 at the University.
Whitmire has held over 10
titles while at the University but
says his favorite position was his
last one, where he has served as
director of the University's
Student Technology Center.
The center, which is one of
only 16 across the United States,
has been around for four years
but had its official grand opening
in April 2003.
It offers students the opportunity for one-on-one tutoring sessions with other students, workshops throughout the year and
online tutorials that are available
24 hours a day.
Under Whitmire's advisement
me center has grown between 55
and 60 percent. In February 2003
they averaged 24 students a day
but now serve at least 39 students per day.
Whitmire attributes the
growth to his belief of putting
student's first. Throughout his
career he has been instrumental
in fostering that idea around
campus.
"He bleeds orange and
brown," Whitmire's wife Diane
said "He is very much devoted to
his job, and for the years he has
been here, he has always made
sure that students came first.
That is one thing he is noted for."
Whitmire says one of his fondest memories at the University
was inviting author Tom
Connellan to campus.
"I was fortunate enough to get
support from the President and
the Provost's office at the time to
bring Connellan, who wrote the
book "The Magic Kingdom', to
campus," Whitmire said. "In
essence what we were trying to
get across to some folks on campus is that we should be more
student-orientated and that we
should see students as customers."
lb Whitmire's surprise the
event, which he thought would
draw only a handful of people,
attracted over a thousand listeners. He said he believes that
moment helped University
President Sidney Ribeau realize
that students should be first.
Whitmire said he plans to
return to the University's Student
Technology Center to finish
some grant writing and teach
part-time in the computer science department.

Mike MeBjerBG News
GETTING ACQUAINTED: Orientation Leaders; FIRST ROW From left: Christopher Powell, Greg Kohlrieser, Noelle Visintainer,
Melanie Krebs, Amy Colvin, Lissa Paine BACK ROW: Jared Wright, Nicole Schamp, Brian J. Robinson, Bernard Little.

Skoog says
fireworks
will please
the town

.
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LOCAL BUSINESS OF THE WEEK

Food thrills Junction crowd
"Junction likes to be a 'Cheers' type of atmosphere."
WILL GAGNON, MANAGER

Russ Zimnwr
STAFF REPORTER

Campus Life" session, and several interest sessions available to bodi students and parents on their
second day of O-Reg.
"All of the stuff that we've had in past
years has been totally revamped and just
made even better. Instead of having so
many speakers...they're showing a lot
more videos, which are more high
paced... more believable in a way,"
Orientation Leader Katie Stanko said.
The "Focus on Campus Life" session
was given a face-lift with new videos and
monologues presented by the Orientation
Leaders, students who lead a small group
of O-Reg participants through the program.
About an hour long, the session was
separated into different aspects of campus life, including campus involvement,
diversity, wellness, and residence hall life.
Following a brief video featuring student testimonials shot on campus about
one of those aspects of campus life, the
Orientation Leaders each gave a monologue.
For instance, after the video on diversity, an Orientation Leader stood up in the
theater and gave a true account, in the
first person, of how one student handled
gay/lesbian issues.
"It makes for a more realistic approach
for freshmen who are currently coming in
to the University," Brian Robinson, who
has been an Orientation Leader for two
years, said.
The feeling of realism was further
enhanced by video interviews with real
students shot on campus.
"They're not actor videos. These are
people that are from Bowling Green that

By Dana Yonke
SHFf REPORTER

Everybody loves fireworks
on the Fourth of July. However,
they can be dangerous.
Bowling Green residents need
not worry; they can leave it to
the professionals
The Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce will
present their annual fireworks
show on Independence Day at
dusk, or about 9:45 p.m.
The main viewing area will
be at the intramural fields on
campus.
Elaine
Skoog,
Executive Director of the
Chamber of Commerce, is
looking forward to the event
"It draws a huge crowd,"
said Skoog.
People come not just from
Bowling Green, but also the
surrounding areas to view the
fireworks. Skoog said she estimates at least a couple thousand people to view this year's
fireworks.

WHITMIRE, PAGE 2

Where is "Bowling Green's * 1 place for food and fun? That is a difficult question to answer with so many fabulous restaurants and
bars to choose from.
But function Bar and Grill on Main Street is the place for food and
fun, as it says on the cover of their menu. According to Will Gagnon,
University alumni and manager, some people do not realize
Junction is a dual bar and restaurant facility.
"There is really good food at Junction," Gagnon said. "Most new
students to Bowling Green don't even realize that we serve food.
They think we are just a bar, when really it's all the same thing."
The restaurant menu offers a variety of food. Patrons can start the
night off with a lull dinner, and stick around to have fun at the bar.
The menu has appetizers such as spinach dip or quesadillas, and
items such as the "Big Junction", a two-patty burger, or the "Sierra
Fajitas". Other menu options include steaks, soups and salads.
The kitchen at Junction is open from 11:00 am. until 10:00 p.ra
Sunday through Thursday, and 11:00 am. until 11:00 p.m. Friday
and Saturday. Customers can also enjoy food outside on the rooftop
patio.
"People like to go out and drink and eat outside and look at the
great view of Main Street from the top of Junction," Gagnon said.
The bar at Junction is known for the fun times that happen there.
During the summer and into the school year, the Wednesday
"Country Night" theme is always very crowded. Country music is
JUNCTION. PAGE 2

FIREWORKS, PAGE 2

FOUR-DAY FORECAST

THURSDAY

The four-day forecast is taken
from weathcr.com
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Sunny

High: 86"
Low: 68"
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Ban Swing* BG News
HAPPY HELPERS: Junction staff members say special events
and the rooftop patio are big draws for downtown customers.

High: 83'
Low: 64'
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O-reg speeds up process
0-REG, FROM PAGE 1

an' speaking about their own personal experiences. So it's just basically another way for the
kids to say "Yeah my Orientation Leader was
right, she's not the only one who thinks this.
Orientation U-ader NicoleSchamp said about
the multiple angles students get bom the session.
Several new Interest sessions were also
Introduced this year. The hour-long sessions
were available for both students and their parents.
"Interest sessions provide students and
family members with information about topics that may impact them during their college
career.'' ludi Webb, Director Of Orientation
and I irst Year Programs, said.
The topics of the sessions ranged from

"Technology at Your Fingertips," to "Parent
Transitions: What life will be like when your
student leaves for BGSU," and "Sex in BG."
The sessions coincided with open houses at
several student services around campus such
as the Study Skills. Math, and Writer's labs
The academic meetings, where students
learn the ins and outs of their particular colleges and departments, were revamped as
well. Instead of being one long lecture, the
meetings broke out into special sessions.
Other traditional O-Reg sessions continued.
The dinner show continued this year, and
featured a parody of a song from the motion
picture musical "Grease". The parody was
entitled: "Orientation Nights," and was performed by a group of Orientation leaders.
Some O-Reg participants were displeased

Campus
celebrates
Whitmire

with one continuing program, the welcome
session.
"The welcome thing was way too long and
way too boring and way too predictable," 0Reg participant Greg Nemes said.
The BG News asked several O-Reg participants if they felt more comfortable with college life after attending O-Reg.
Bailey felt more comfortable, especially, he
said, because of meeting new people.
O-Reg participant Jenny George agreed.
"I think so, especially because we met some
people," she said, her new friend Matt Kelley
nodding in agreement.
Entering freshman Kevin Siedlecki felt most
comfortable with the idea of the new lifestyle
introduced to him at O-Reg.
"I met new people and it's really exciting
and I can't wait," he said.
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WHITMIRE. FROM PAGE 1
"I think the reason he is coming
back is thai he'll miss the interaction with his students," I )iane said.
Whitmire echoed his wife's

statement
"I get a charge out of being in
the classroom," Whitmire said. "I
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teach introduction to computer
science in which there an- students that are not completely sun'
with computer technology I get a
charge out of seeing students in
week one and then in week 15,
hoping they have picked up something along the way."
Kim
lleshman.
Student
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Technology Program coordinator,
said she will miss Whitmire's presence.
"He was leal easy to get along
with and really easy to work with,"
lleshman said. "He was always
considerate nl people's opinions."
University stall and students
will hold an open retirement
reception today from 3:00 5:00pm at the Mel all Center
Gallery on the second floor to
show appreciation for Whitmire's
service.
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LOCAL VISITOR: The Yankee Warrior, a B-25 airplane, sits patiently while wailing to take flight with
the rest of the planes participating in Plane Fun. The event took place at the Wood County Airport this
weekend.
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The show will last approximately 20 minutes, and will be consistent instead of sporadic like other fireworks shows.
Melrose Pyrotechnics will put on the show. Wynn Cramer of
Melrase says the show will feature many different kinds of fireworks,
such as smiley faces, hearts.the planet Saturn and many other patterns.
Cramer expects to shoot off over 800 shells ranging in diameter
from 2.5 to eight inches.
"It's a good sized show," Cramer said.
Spectators are asked to bring their own snacks or drinks to the
show. It is recommended to show up an hour in advance to get a
good spot and to meet up with friends. No alcoholic beverages or
home fireworks/firecrackers will be permitted.
According to Skoog, people can expect the same level of intensity
as in past years shows.
"I think the people will be pleased with |the showl," Skoog said.
She also points out that the planning and presenting of the fireworks is no easy task.
"It takes a lot of people from the community to make it work,"
Skoog said.
There will also be an open skate at the Ice Arena before the show
from 7-9 pm, with a $2 admission price.

JUNCTION. FROM PAGE 1
played upstairs the entire night,
and drink specials are given for
24 oz. beers. Dwvnstairs offers a
more laid back atmosphere on
Wednesday nights, with candles
and martinis for those not interested in country. Wednesday
starts the weekend off and
Thursday through Saturday
nights at function are a great
place for people come and
dance the night away.
lunction Bar and Grill has
been in the area for 12 years,
changing its name from Tuxedo
lunction. (unction's upstairs is
available to rent out for private

See What
All the Talk
is About

«,

Helping You Find a Place to Call Your Own..

• Piedmont
• Haven House
• Fox Run

FIREWORKS, FROM PAGE 2

Local resturaunt contains
many hidden treasures
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City plans new
display for 4th

Updated Birchwood
Triplex
Mini-Mall apts
Extra Large Bedrooms!

228 S. COLLEGE #K-0: Two bdrm. unfurn. or fum. apartments. Close to campus.
Off-street parking FREE GAS HEAT, WATER S SEWER. High speed internet and
AC available. $490.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

(YWOOD HEALTH SPA
■ Updated Lighting
■ New Equipment
■ Sauna

-»+&&'"*
!

(419)354-7900

SO
Call 352-9378 for Details
STOP IN AT 530 S. MAPLE, in B.G.
MON-FRI: 8 12& 1 4:30 SAT: 102

1090 N. Main St.
(in the Kroger Plaza)

Sunday 12-9
Mon-Thur
■Their 11-9
Fri&Sat 11-10
1

230 S. COLLEGE: Two bdrm. house with a nice sized yard. Eat in kitchen.
Washer/dryer hookup. Close to campus. $850.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease plus
utilities.
234 S. COLLEGE: Two bdrm. house with eat in kitchen and double living room.
Close to campus. $625.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease plus utilities.
525 N. ENTERPRISE ST. *B: Two bdrm.duplex.large living room with eat in
kitchen.Close to campus. Resident pays utilities. $620.00
801 Fl FTH ST. #3: Two bdrm. apartments with balconies and patios. FREE
WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot and laundry facilities on site. New windows!
$425.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. $525.00 for a 9 mo. lease.

Domino's Pizza
353-MEGA(6342)

Mm! «rinot ititiil II ■••■ lillair) It ricilvi thli frtlt prlcal

1 Large 1 Topping Pizza

336,/J S. MAIN ST.: Two bdrm. apartment located above a business. Front
enclosed porch. Eat in kitchen. Rooms are very larqe.ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN
THREE (3) UNRELATED PEOPLE. $495.00.
534 N. MAIN ST.: Two bdrm. lower duplex. Kitchen, living room.One car garage.
Screened in front proch. Non-smoking living environment. $675.00 per mo.
for 112 mo. lease.

208 E. MERRY ST. #0: Two bdrm. lower duplex. $400.00. FREE WATER &
SEWER.

1 Smal 8 Topping Pizza

520 E. REED ST. # 2 & #8: Large two bdrm. furnished apartments across from
campus. Extra storage space. FREE WATER & SEWER, laundry facilities on site.
New windows! $525.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. $625.00 for a 9 mo.
lease.

2 Small Cheese Pizzai
10 Buffalo Chicken Kickers &
1 - 20oz. Coke

824 SIXTH ST.: Two bdrm. apartments. FREE WATER ft SEWER, laundry facilities on premises. Private parking lot. $415.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
$585.00 for a 9 mo. lease. **$50 off your first months rentl

8 Cheesy Bread, 5 Buffalo Wtags
a 1 20oz. Coke
1 Smal Cheese Pizza phis
1 of the f Mowing: 5 Wings,
Cheesy Bread, Bread Sticks
or China Sttx.

311 S.MAIN ST.#A: Large.twobdrm.apartment.Closetodowntown.Offstreet parking. $540.00 per mo. plus utilities.

638 m S. MAIN ST: Two bdrm. bungalow. Newly remodeled, off-street parkinq.
$475.00.

1 Medium 2 Topping Pizza

Student

Rentals

217 S. COLLEGE: Two-Three bdrm. house. Nice sized, fenced in yard and offstreet parking. $750.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

=a I S membership privilege to

• Professional Trainers Available
• Newly Renovated!
• Indoor Heated Pool

NEWI9VE
TWO
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

& other locations!
Models Now Open!

parties and student organizations. They also want the community to get involved so
Fundraisers are available.
"lunction likes to be a 'Cheers'
type of atmosphere," Gagnon
said. They just want students to
come in and hang out and like to
get to know their customers.
They even offer a VTP club. "VIP
parties get in quickly and have
no cover charge," said Gagnon.
Upstairs Junction is for 18 and
over and downstairs is 21 and
over. There is a $4.00 cover
charge for those under 21, unless
you are a member of the VTP
club.

133 TR0UP: Two bdrm. lower duplex. Completely renovated! Washer/dryer
hookup, nice yard, one car garage,'" block from campus. $675.00 Non-smoking
living establishment.

W-3«-ftfl
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332 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH
www.newloverentals.com
newloveinfo<Sisewloverentab.co«i
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Festival planning continues
Patrick Mayiwd
C0P» CHIEF

The Black Swamp Festival 2004
committee met June 23 to
address details of this year's
event, slated for Sep. 10, 11 and
12.
Issues included volunteer
staffing, fundraising, concessions, artist setup, logistics and
budgeting.
Volunteers are culled from a
mixed group, say organizers.
The festival is licensed as valid
"community service" for probationary purposes, but this does
not mean the committee has
stopped looking for workers.
"IThe court-mandated folks
are] not a given. It's not unlimited," said logistics manager Alex
Hann. "The |BGHS| football team
is a great group for that."

Volunteer Roger Anderson also
cited possible involvement by
other Bowling Green High School
athletes.
"|The basketball team] is a
small group, and hockey is small
too," Anderson said.
Even as volunteer lists are
being fanned, other details arc
essentially finished.
"The vendor contracts are all
in, so all of that's going well." concessions manager Amy Fischer
said. Meanwhile, smaller things
are still being worked out—like
whether to include road maps on
already-costly brochures.
Visual arts supervisor Tom
McLaughlin says the maps would
IK.' a welcome addition "...especially when people need to find
out where Prospect and Church
are."

Anderson agrees.
" 1 remember one year at the art
festival a woman drove right into
a booth." he said.
Organizers hope to avoid such
incidents by centralizing information in easy-to-find locations.
"The was no owner last year, and
now there is one," said chairman
Matt Karlovec regarding last
year's information center site.
Organizers hope to use the same
site this year.
Dispersal of other information
in the form of marketing starts
long before summer, swelling as
incoming freshmen receive information on the festival. Earlene
Kilpatrick of Main Street Bowling
Green asserted that the extra
attention has paid off in past
years.
"Parents are so saturated with

information that last year we
actually had a flyer for students
that we put in their bags,"
Kilpatrick said. "Then they come
visit when they're not so saturated."
She said student involvement
continues to grow. "This might be
our fifth year with the freshman
orientation program. Many of
them bring their parents back
through the years."
Other forms of marketing also
keep expanding
"We're going to expand our
press release to cover more cities
in Michigan and Ohio." said marketing advisor Kelli Kling "Many
folks drive a long way to see the
bands, so..."
Anderson agreed that the
event's growth relies partially on
music. "There are people that will

travel a long way, depending on
the band."
As the event has grown, many
sponsors have stayed loyal, large
downtown sponsors this year
include Grounds for Thought,
Ben Franklin, and Time Warner
Cable. Karlovec praised Skybank,
which plays an instrumental role.
"Sky is our title sponsor, and
provides the most support," he
said. "Another of what you might
call major funding comes from
the Ohio Arts Council."
Along with Skybank and the
other large sponsors, Treasurer
Kay Baglione argued that
"friends "-mid-sized
donors-have been a vital element.
"Last year, the Friends of the
Festival gave over $8,000,"
Baglione said. "The campaign

has just begun and so far last
year's folks have lived up to that."
Karlovec, said many such
details work themselves out as
the meetings become more frequent.
"It is a progressive schedule
that we do," he said.
Fixperience generally will be an
asset Many committee members
have been active for over a
decade.
Assistant treasurer I^slie
Oswald hacks that idea.
"Once you get involved, you
kind of stay involved," Oswald
said.
liven as experience and festival
size grow. Baglione said, simple
necessities arc occasionally
improvised.
"We can always use another
cash drawer."

Summer residents enjoy solitude
Matt Hawkins
STAFF

Will Clark BG l*ws

QUIET TIMES: A student walks in front of the Conklin residence hall. The hall
houses all on-campus summer students.
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The summertime is generally a time
when students work, party and vacation
for four months to get away from the
school atmosphere of Bowling Green.
But for some students, the summer
months are simply a continuation of the
school year.
Those students live in Conklin residence hall, which currently consists of
37 students who have all decided to stay
on campus this summer and take classes among other things.
Sophomore Fleny Mercedes, who
currently lives in Conklin, said living
with a small group of people definitely
has its advantages.
"I actually like it better than during the
school year," Mercedes said. "We don't
have a (resident advisor], so it's not like
anybody's watching us."
While there is no active RA in charge,
there is indeed an RA residing in
Conklin.
Senior Rory Scarvelli, who is an RA

during the school year, said he has
enjoyed living on campus this summer
because of the smaller, quieter environment.
"You don't get to know its many people which kind of stinks, but it also gives
you the opportunity to get to know
everyone in the building better."
Scarvelli said, "You see these people
every day, where you might not see the
same people everyday if you lived in a
full building"
Scarvelli also said that being an RA has
always allowed him to live by himself
and this is the first time in a while that he
had the chance to live with a roommate.
"This is my first roommate in two
years and I was pretty lucky to get
hooked up with this kid," he said. "He's a
nice guy. 1 had forgotten what it's like living with a total stranger."
Another Conklin resident, sophomore
Brian Roth said he has enjoyed the living
situation except for the fact that there is
not too much going on.
"It's not very noisy," Roth said.

"Sometimes it's a little too quiet."
The smaller, quieter atmosphere has
been fine for Monique Theogene.
"It's a smaller community which 1
think is beneficial because you get to
know the people around here a lot better," she said.
Mercedes said that a small environment has helped bring people a lot closer.
"Everyone knows everyone for the
most part," Mercedes said.
I lowever, Mercedes said the one negative about living on campus this summer has to do with the student union
closing too early. Partd of the union close
at 5 p.m. on weekdays and are not open
on the weekends, which does not allow
her to take full advantage of her meal
plan.
"It's not fair because I have to go out
and buy my own food on the weekends,
so what do 1 have a meal plan for?"
Mercedes said. "We're college students
and nobody has the money to be eating
like that."

WELCOME BGSU FRESHMAN
U M I V E

S I T Y

bookstore
At the Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Serving BGSU & the community for over 70 years
Summer Hours*
Monday - Thursday, 8 a.m. -5:30 p.m.
Friday, 8 a.m. -4 p.m.
Saturday -Sunday, closed

1

All New and Used Textbooks

1

All Required & Recommended Course Materials

■ Largest Selection of Used Books at 25% Savings
1

Online Textbook Reservations

1

Largest Selection of BGSU Clothing

■ General Reading Bestsellers
■ Reference Books

419-372-2851
Web site: http://www.bookstore.bgsu.edu
email: bookstore@bgnet.bgsu.edu

• Computer Books, Accessories,
Software & Hardware
1

Art & School Supplies

■ Music CDs, DVDs & Electronics
■ Greeting Cards & Gifts

WE BUY BACK BOOKS EVERYDAY
AND PAY THE MOST MONEY! •

• Special Order Services

■ Food, Beverages, Snacks
■ School Supplies
1

Commencement Products

the

■ Greeting Cardes & Gifts

PEREGRINE

' Health & Beauty Aids

shop

.

' Magazines & Newspapers

419-372-9500
METHODS
)DS OF PAYr<
PAYMENT ACCEPTED:
BIG CHARGE • VISA • MASTERCARD
DISCOVER • CASH • CHECK
Hours subject to change.

,..■,.,......,....;,..
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OPINION

"Yeeeeeeee-haaah!"
veteran test pilot MIKE MELVILL.63, who last week became the first human
to enter space in a privately funded craft, shortly after completing his mission.
(Ntwtakllma)

Clinton calms the political storm
The presidential election is on
the minds of several American
citizens, and a familiar face has
come back into the spodight to
distract us from the million dollar question — Bush or Kerry?
Bill Clinton's recently published autobiography, "My Life,"
is arguably the hottest book on
the shelves today. It is currently
the number one bestseller on
Amazon.com.
Clinton has supplemented his
book release with a book signing

tour, appearing at 18 book stores
across the country in the span of
a month.
Clinton's book is having a
reverse effect on the political
scene, as opposed to Michael
Moore's latest film, "Fahrenheit
9/11." While Moore is stirring up
political controversy, Clinton is
calming the storm.
The contents of Clinton's book
are not directly affecting politics,
but rather the book serves as a
deterrent to a seemingly endless

sea of pro-Bush and anti-Bush
messages currently seen in the
media.
Perhaps Clinton is the comic
relief of the 2004 election.
The former president from
Arkansas was our comic relief
when he was in office, most
notably during the sex scandal
involving former White House
intern Monica Lewinsky.
"My Life," which has sold
nearly a million copies, is 957pages long. The book includes

Curing the summertime blues
SHAUN
HAYES
Opinion Columnist
For those of us left here in
Bowling Green this summer,
looking at the world around us
surely inspires a question or two.
"Is it raining again?"
"Do I have West Nile virus?"
"Ack! Where did all these
orange barrels come from?"
While all of these are certain to
be questions pressing upon our
adolescent minds, recently one
question has been bothering me
more than any other "What do 1
do now?"
You see my friends, this last
session your noble writer made
the bold decision to take 12 credit hours. That's right, 12 credit
hours stuffed into one six week
session. I also work about 25
hours a week. And I write this
column. Well, you get the point.
As you might have gathered,
free time has been something
extremely rare for me these last
few weeks. 1 haven't been able to
eat well. I haven't gotten enough
sleep I haven't been able to get
in a good workout, so my love
handles are getting flabby. It's not
been a pretty picture.
However, with the first session
over, I suddenly find myself with
all sorts of free time on my
hands.
So, first of all, I've decided to
reestablish some old relationships. I've reinstated my oncestringent regimen of personal
hygiene. I've managed to hit the
gym a time or two. And, perhaps
most importantly, I've dusted off
my Playstation 2, which I've had
to coldly ignore these last few
weeks. It took some coaxing, but
I'm back in video game heaven. 1
only had to promise it that we'd
never fight again.
However, try as 1 might, 1

"Perhaps the most amusing activity on
campus is throwing pennies at students in
the Business Administration Building."
haven't been able to fill these
long hours spent in the stilling
heat. "What," I began to wonder,
"can I do next?"
Well friends, I've come up with
some answers, and hopefully
you can use some of the knowledge I've acquired to make your
summer that much more enjoyable. So if you're reading this
because you're bored, look no
further.
There are several exciting
things to do in Bowling Green
itself. You could arm yourself
with a net, some gloves and a
rabies vaccination and settle the
long-unanswered question of
whether or not there truly are
more squirrels in Bowling Green
than people.
You could quench your thirst
for body modification at any of
Bowling Green's many tattoo distilleries. Send pictures home,
and watch the fun ensue.
Since Dr. Kibr.iu seems to feel
that his house isn't quite good
enough, you could visit him at
632 Hillcrest Drive. Being a man
of the people, I'm sure he'd be
glad to invite you in. Maybe you
could even have cookies! But if
Dr. niliiMIi isn't there, be sure to
leave behind a picture of the
inside of your house or apartment so he knows what it's like
to five in real squalor. The horror!
Believe it or not, Bowling
Green actually has a bike trail, so
you could oil up the old chain
and go for a spin. If that doesn't
catch your fancy, you could ride
your bike down to the bars at
night. It's much quicker, and it
sure makes the trip back home a
lot more interesting.
But if the impossible should
occur, and you should find yourself in Bowling Green with a

dearth of activities that grab your
fancy, things here on campus
can be a load of fun, too
You could wander around by
the Education Building and ask
students there how they feel they
are doing on the isolation vs.
intimacy stage of their psychosocial development.
You could tour the unknown
splendor of Jerome Library (it's
nine floors tall!) — maybe you'll
even find a book there to read.
But perhaps the most amusing activity on campus in the
summer (or anytime, really) is to
throw pennies (or even nickels if
you're feeling generous) at the
students in the Business
Administration Building. Since
these people are going to be the
owners and CEOs of American
companies, and it's a company's
solemn duty to do anything (and
1 mean anything) in its power to
make a profit, teaching these
students the value of every last
penny is an important duty we
all can help teach.
Get them in the habit now, I
say. That way, when they lay off
alloftheirworkers and move
their factory to Mexico, there'll
be no tears shed.
Hopefully a few of the things
I've listed here sound amusing.
Hopefully this article has helped
everyone realize that there is
more to summer than barbequing and alcohol ing one's self
into a sun-drenched frenzy.
Take some time this summer
to pluck the luscious fruit
Bowling Green has to offer. At
the same time, maybe you can
even help someone else. Dare to
dream.
E-mail Sham with comments
at sanayes@bgnet.bgs..edu.

his personal account of his life
during the Lewinsky scandal,
and many people are very interested in knowing what he went
through.
Clinton's account could be
entirely accurate. It could be
nothing but 957 pages of boldfaced lies. We aren't even that
interested in reading the book.
We are just happy that we can
take a break from hearing about
an election that is over four
months away.

We asked incoming
freshmen why they
chose to attend BGSU.

NICKVARSANYI
WESTERVILLE NORTH H.S.,
CHEMISTRY

"I love the campus,
and both my parents
graduated from here."

STEPHANIE HOOVER
ANTHONY WAYNE H.S.,
SPANISH EDUCATION

"It's a good education
school."

SARAPENTONY
ANTHONY WAYNE H.S.,
MARKETING

x
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MATT SCOTT
GREEN H.S.,
COMPUTER SCIENCE

"My friends told me to."

Submission Policy
Letters to the Editor should be no
longer than 400 words, and guest
columns should be between 600 and
800 words. These can be in response
to a campus, local or national issue.
POLICIES

Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
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figure it out, if you dare.
All is not lost, and we are not
doomed to piddle away our
extra income as a result of the
Opinion Editor
rising cost of stuff. (No, my idea
isn't just clipping coupons that
Before I start, I'd like to set the save you 30 cents on a box of
Wheat Thins.) In fact, I contend
mood by playing a little Pink
that the system can be beat—
Floyd:
yes, I'm being optimistic (I've
"Money, get away / Get a
good job with good pay and
heard from irate readers that it
helps, so I decided to try it), but
you're okay / Money, it's a gas /
Grab that cash with both hands we can topple the economic
and make a stash / New car,
system through two words:
independent research.
caviar, four star daydream /
Think I'll buy me a football
"What," you ask, "we have to
team."
actually think?" It's a strange
That's right, kids — old school hypothesis, given that you college-aged students don't think
bands (pronounced "ohl-skoo")
as critically as you should, but
have been writing songs about
money long before today's rapespecially for the sake of your
pers rhymed about bling. Both
bank account, you should use
generations share the same feel- your brain — in case you forgot,
ing — more money is good.
it's that organ located in your
Since nobody disagrees with
skull (unless you're blonde, in
rock stars, everyone wishes they which case it's those two equivalent growths on the front of
had more money (pronounced
"KlZ-ash").
your torso).
Using your
Even when
The
price
of stuff brain, you can
today's college
student accutrack the price
goes up all the
mulates a bit
of stuff over
time, no matter periods of time,
more money, a
dent in his or
and figure out
what."
her wallet is
when stuff is the
made when the price of stuff
cheapest. Need an extreme
goes up. After all, nobody wants example? No? Well too bad,
the money — tiiey want the
you're getting one anyways.
stuff that costs money. Maybe
Reported by the L A. Daily
News, Richard Mahan did some
Pink Floyd should have written
"independent research" to
a song titled "Stuff."
Any time the price of stuff
determine when baseball sluggoes up, two messages are
ger Barry Bonds would hit his
simultaneously thought by a 21 - next historic homerun. Mahan
year-old: "Aw, whyU the price
hopes one of diose memorable
have to go up?" and "Well, I've
longballs will be hit in the final
come this far—might as well
series of the season — when
buy it anyways."
Bonds' San Francisco Giants
Case in point —This past
play the Los Angeles Dodgers.
spring there was a 15-cent
Our young thinker forked over
increase in the price of 20$25,000 (pronounced "TWUNounce bottled Pepsi products.
e-five-JEEZ") to purchase all
(Coke products' prices on camseats in the right field pavilion
pus remained stagnant at "in
on Oct. land Oct 3.
your dreams, fancy pants.")
He did some thinkin': Bonds
What were we to do? We had the has 676 career homeruns as of
bottle of Sierra Mist on our tray
Monday night. He bats leftand we were already at the cash
handed and is a pull hitter—
register. Besides, you were curimost of his homers will naturalous to see what was under the
ly land in the right field seats.
cap to see if you've "won."
He projected that Bonds could
Gas prices are undoubtedly
whack his 700th career homethe most loathed price fluctuarun, or perhaps his 714th or
tions in the country. There once
715th homerun (which would
was a time during our high
tie or surpass Babe Ruth's total).
school years where you could
A sports aficionado could buy
find unleaded gas for 99 cents a
one of those memorable home
gallon. Last month the same
run balls for as much as a halfoctane fuel was commonly two
million bucks. It's obviously a
bucks a gallon. Never mind that gamble, but it's a smart plan,
all this time gasoline was still
and it's a creative approach by
cheaper by volume than bottled Mahan to buy himself more
water — licensed drivers were
stuff.
(and still are) fuming that the
Then again, keep complainprice of gas bounces up and
ing about how the price of Hot
down more than a sorority girl's
Pockets went up again. While
mood during Rush Week.
you're still crying about it, the
The dismal conclusion occurs price will undoubtedly go up
in the middle of this column —
again. Meanwhile, I just saved a
the price of stuff goes up all the
bunch of money by switching
time, no matter what The
my car insurance to Geico.
causality of price fluctuations in
See you on the dark side of
the market result from supply
the moon.
and demand curves which...
who am I kidding. I have
E-mail stuff to Matt at
absolutely no clue. lust take a
msussma@bgnelbgsu.edu.
boring economics course and

Q: Did y°u hear the one about
TYYTIAVQ U:
1 Ul/Al O the clown that broke his arm?

BADJOKE
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torial pages are rife with election
stories, it's difficult to express an
interest.
The Michael Moores and Bill
O'Reillys of the world will continue to act as lightning rods for
political rhetoric and firestorm
debates. Thankfully the Bill
Clintons of the world cancel
them out temporarily.
Of course, the media frenzy
around Clinton's book won't last
forever, so we will cherish this
break from the political storm.

How to combat the
PEOPLE rising price of stuff
ON THE STREET

"It's close enough to
home, but also far
enough away."

r^^>-^

For us, the summer is too
soon to be thinking about
whether we want George W.
Bush or John Kerry in office.
Besides, most of us have already
made up our minds.
Especially as college-aged students, we are are not that interested in politics compared to
middle-aged citizens. W» would
like to be more informed about
news happening around the
country, but since many cable
news shows and newspaper edi-
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A: It was humerus.
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If we were in charge of picking this year's MLB All-Stars...
who is always a top-of-the-line- National League
American League
up threat.
C Paul Lo Duca, Dodgers
C Victor Martinez, Indians
Third Basemen: St. Louis'
C Johnny Estrada, Braves
C Ivan Rodriguez, Tigers
Scott Rolen has 76 RBIs in 74
1B Albert Pujols, Cardinals
1B Paul Konerko, White Sox
games, so it was easy to pick
1B Jim Thome, Phillies
1B Scott Hatteberg, Athletics
him, plus he has one of the best
1B Ken Harvey, Royals
gloves in the game. As for LAs 1B Sean Casey, Reds
2B Alfonso Soriano, Rangers
Adrian Beltre (.323 avg., 19 HRs, 2B Jeff Kent, Astros
2B Juan Uribe, White Sox
52 RBIs) and the Cubs Aramis 2B Luis Castillo, Marlins
3B Scott Rolen, Cardinals
2B Ron Belliard, Indians
Ramirez (.325,14,54), their
numbers made their case to be 3B Adrian Beltre, Dodgers
3B Melvin Mora, Orioles
picked by us
3B Hank Blalock, Rangers
3B Aramis Ramirez, Cubs
Shortstops: This category has SS Jack Wilson, Pirates
3B Alex Rodriguez, Yankees
never been very strong in recent SS Edgar Renteria, Cardinals SS Michael Young, Rangers
years, and that hasn't changed. OF Barry Bonds, Giants
SS Miguel Tejada, Orioles
We went with Pittsburgh's
SS Carlos Guillen, Tigers
"Jumpin"' Jack Wilson and the OF Lance Berkman, Astros
OF Vladimir Guerrero, Angels
Cards Fdgar Rcnleria, who we OF Bobby Abreu, Phillies
OF Adam Dunn, Reds
OF Manny Ramirez, Red Sox
think are the two best overall
OF Jeromy Burnitz, Rockies
OF Matt Lawton, Indians
shortstops in the game right
OF Miguel Cabrera, Marlins
OF Carl Crawford, Devil Rays
now (Sony Barry Larkin).
Outfielders: Since Sammy
OF Gary Sheffield, Yankees
OF Steve Finley, D-Backs
Sosa has been hurt a lot this
SP Carl Pavano, Marlins
OF Jose Guillen, Angels
year and Ken Griffey's batting
SP Livan Hernandez, Expos
OF Vernon Wells, Blue Jays
average and RBI numbers aren't SP Carlos Zambrano, Cubs
SP Mark Mulder, Athletics
very impressive, we left them off
SP Jason Schmidt, G ianls
SP Tim Hudson, Athletics
this year for more deserving
SP Curt Schilling, Red Sox
players. Obviously, Barry Bonds SP Roger Clemens, Astros
SP Pedro Martinez, Red Sox
SP Tom Glavine, Mets
makes the cut — he has 19
SP Javier Vazquez, Yankees
SP Ben Sheets, Brewers
home runs despite being
walked over 100 times. Cincy's SP Randy Johnson, D-Backs SP Kenny Rogers, Rangers
Adam Dunn has 22 home runs RP Eric Gagne, Dodgers
RP Joe Nathan, Twins
— most by any NL outfielder— RP Armando Benitez, Marlins RP Mariano Rivera, Yankees
so we chose him instead of
RP Francisco Cordero, Rangers
RP Danny Graves, Reds
Griffey. Lance Berkman of the RP Danny Kolb, Brewers
RP Eddie Guardado, Mariners
Astros is having an outstanding
RP Francisco Rodriguez, Angels
RP Trevor Hoffman, Padres
year (.315,16,38). We had to
select someone from the
Houston with a 10-2 atord, and
list of seven outfielders.
Rockies, so we picked Jeromy
Arizona's Randy Johnson — his
Starting Pitchers: The Mets
Bui mi/, who has taken advanperfect game earlier this year
Tom Glavine, Milwaukee's Ben
tage of the thin Colorado air by
didn't hurt his selection. Florida's
Sheets, San Francisco's Jason
hitting 16 homers and driving in
Schmidt and the Cubs Carlos
Carl Pavano (9-2,2.78 ERA) is
48 runs. Lastly, Bobby Abreu of
Zambrano have the four best
having too good of a year to
the Phillies, Miguel Cabrera of
leave off this list. The sad, sad
ERAs in the NL, and we chose
the Marlins and Steve Finley of
Expos have nobody worthy, but
them all. We also chose two
the Diamondbacks are all having pitchers who have dipped into
since the rule requires at least
great seasons at the plate and in
one player from each team, we
the fountain of youth: Roger
the field, so they round out our
chose Livan Hernandez, who has
Clemens, who found it in

ADAM HRITZAK
MATT SUSSMAN
Self-Proclaimed Sports Experts
For the record, we aren't the
ones who select this year's players for the 2004 MLB All-Star
Game in I louston. That responsibility goes to the voting fans
and last year's World Series managers—lack McKeon and Joe
Torre.
"What if it was up to us," we
thought. I lere are the 32 players
— with at least one player perteam — for each league, who we
agreed are the most deserving to
play in the game:
National League
Catchers: The two best offensive years by NL catchers probably belong to Atlanta's Johnny
Estrada (339 batting average, 44
RBls) and LAs Paul Lo Duca
(.323.28), so we picked them
over Jason Kendall and Mike
Piazza — who, since he has
played more as a first baseman
this year, was not a catcher in
our eyes.
First H.IM 'i i irn It's hard to
leave Albert Pujols off this list, so
we didn't. We also picked Sean
Casey of the Reds, who is batting
a robust .352, and Phillys Jim
Thomeuvvho leads the country
with 26 home runs We considered Todd Helton and Lyle
Overbay, but, welL.we didn't
pick them.
Second Basemen: There
weren't many great players in
this category, so we picked the
two best overall players—
Houston's Jeff Kent, who has 51
RBIs, and Florida's Luis Castillo,

w

Vineyard
Church
in Bowling Green

Matt's Starting Lineups
American League
1. SS Jack Wilson
2. 2B Jeff Kent
3. LF Barry Bonds
4. 1B Jim Thome
5. 3B Scott Rolen
6. RF Lance Berkman
7. CF Bobby Abreu
8. C Johnny Estrada
9. P Randy Johnson

Adam's Starting Lineups
American League
1. SS Edgar Renteria
2. 2B Jeff Kent
3. LF Barry Bonds
4. 1B Jim Thome
5. 3B Scott Rolen
6. RF Lance Berkman
7. CF Miguel Cabrera
8. C Paul Lo Duca
9. P Jason Schmidt

National League
1. 2B Alfonso Soriano
2. SS Miguel Tejada
3. C Ivan Rodriguez
4. RF Vladimir Guerrero
5. LF Manny Ramirez
6. 3B Melvin Mora
7. 1B Paul Konerko
8. CF Matt Lawton
9. P Mark Mulder

National League
1. 2B Alfonso Soriano
2. 3B Melvin Mora
3. RF Vladimir Guerrero
4. LF Manny Ramirez
5. CF Gary Sheffield
6. 1B Paul Konerko

a modest ERA (3.47) and an
admirable number of Strikeouts(95).
Relief Pitchers: The Dodgers
Eric Gagne has convened 81
straight saves, dating back to
2002.1 Ie has 18 this year, so we
picked him along with other
familiar closers. Cincy's Danny
Graves(29SV), Florida's
Annando Bcnitez(25) and San
Diego's TrevorHoffman(17).We
also picked Danny Kolb (a. k. a.
"Who The Heck Is" Danny Kolb)
from the Brewers, because he
has only blown one save in 23
chances, and his ERA is an
astounding 0.94.
American League
Catchers: Call us local boys,

7. SS Miguel Tejada
8. C Ivan Rodriguez
9. P Mark Mulder
but we agreed on Detroit's Ivan
Rodriguez and Cleveland's Victor
Martini'/, over the traditional
pick, lorge Posada. Both
Rodriguez and Maninez have 10
home runs and 54 RBIs, and they
are hitting .:i7^ and .306. respectively.
First Basemen: No Jason
Giambi, No Mike Sweeney and

no Frank Thomas (because he is
more of a DH). TheWhiteSox
Paul Konerko leads his counterparts with 19 home nins and 52
RBIs, and KC's Ken I larvey leads
them with a surprising .335 batting average. Finally Oakland's

Scott Hatteberg (319,48 RBI) b
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We Care About
The Water You Drink
• Just 30c a Gallon
• Chemical & Sodium Free
• Natural Hydration
• Serviced & Sanitized Daily
• Open 24 Hours
• Tested By the State
• Self Serve - BY0B
• NAMA Approved

.demonstrating passion for God &
compassion for people.

Sunday @ 10:30 am
meaningful worship
relaxed & casual
atmosphere

"All Day, Everyday"
Mon:
Tues:
M©V«.S! Wed:
Th-Sat:
Sun:

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

1180 North Main Street • Bowling Green. OH 419.686.8117

(papa)

i ~*2*

7il?^
You Can Afford!
451 THURSTIN: Across from Offenhauer. Furn.efficiencies w/full bath.
School Year - One Person - S395.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- S355.00

2 Convenient BG Locations
South: 989 S. Main

North: 1058 N. Main

(next to Pagliai's. BG)

(next to The Pharm. BG)

| j

BpacjJsjJ
No coupon
0 V necessary

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

SOS CLOUfiH; CimBv" Manor- Two bdrm. furn. One bath * vanity.
School Year - One Person - $620.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- S520.00
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE: One bdrm. furnished or unfurnished.
School Year - One Person - $395.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $345.00.

How does paying for your
college education sound?

720 SECOND: On,' bdrm. furnished
School Year - One Person - $420.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $365.00
7Q7.711 ■ 71S. 719.723.727 THIRD: One bdrm. furn. or unfurnished.
School Year - One Person - $395.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $350.00.
402 HIGH: Two bdrm. 1 bath furnished or unfurnished.
School Year - One Person - $590.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $490.00
7Q1 f OURTH: Two bdrm.furnished, one bath plus vanity.
School Year - One Person - $620.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $520.00
810 FIFTH: Two bdrm. furnished, one bath plus vanity in kill
School Year - One Person - $560.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- S470.00

UPS really came through for me. They provide mote money fot my education, plus
great pay, a schedule that fits my needs, and othet benefits.

COME SEE A UPS
RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:

PART-TIME
PACKAGE HANDLERS

Thuts,
Thuts,
Thurs,
Thurs,
Ihurs,

• S8.50S9.50/hr, with increases of 50C
after 90 days h 50c at one year
• Paid Vacations
• Weekends 6 Holidays Off
• Excellent Benefits

7/1 (torn 1pm-5pm • Cateet Services
7/8 ffom 1pm-5pm • Career Services
7/15 from 11am-3pm • Career Services
7/22 from 1pm-5pm • Career Services
7/29 from 11am-3pm • Career Services

(Medn.il/Dentdl/Vision/Life & 401K)

649 SIXTH: Two bdrm. furnished, one bath plus vanity in hall.
School Year - One Person - $560.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $470.00

• Weekly Paycheck
■ On site classes

8Q2_5|XJHiTwo bdrm. furnished, dishwasher, one bath.
School Year - One Person - $610.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $510.00
840-850 SIXTH STREET: Rock Ledge Manor: Two bdrm. two full baths.
School Year - One Person - $640.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $530.00
839 SEVENTH: One bdrm. unfurnished, dishwasher.
School Year - One Person - $450.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $385.00
724 S. COLLEGE: Two bdrm. unfurnished, 1.5 baths, dishwasher.
School Year - One Person - $640.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $530.00
FQBEST APARTjaUHSiTwo bdrm.furnished or unfurnished, 1 bath plus
vanity. Located at 853 Napoleon between S. College and High St.
School Year - One Person - S550.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $465.00
We have many other unity available. Stop in the
Rental Office for a complete brochure.

REAL ESTATE, INC.

For additional information, please contact:
Steve Eich (det1sje@ups.com) or Jami Rosier (Jamilee@bgnet.bgsu.edu)

Rental Office: (4I») 354-22*0
For Your Convenience We Are Located at
.119 K. Womter Street, Rowling Green, OH
Across From laco Bell
wHwJohnnev. Imertalevlatf.com

: S

1550 Holland Road • Maumee, OH 43537

www.upsjobs.com

L"

Equal Opportunity Employer

m !!25 cash, checks

1 Large, 1 Item

(Look For The Watermllls)

For Rent i

!_■

Vr

'Program guidelines apply
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Guerrero, Vladimir Guerrero.
Vlad's numbers are off the
charts, and his Angels teammate
lose Guillen is having a great
offensive year, along with having
maybe the best outfield ami in
baseball. Manny Ramirez couldn't be left off, and neither could
the "Iron Shef," Gary Sheffield.
Matt Lawton is having an
impressive year at the dish for
the Indians, which earned him a
spot. Finally, we had to fill our
Blue lays and Devil Rays
(although surprisingly hot right
now) quotas, so we selected
Vemon Wells, who is hitting
.300, and Carl Crawford, who
leads the league in stolen bases
with 35.
Starting Pitchers: Some of our
selections here are not at all a
shock — Pedro Martinez, Curt
Schilling, Tim Hudson and Mark
Mulder — but Kenny Rogers,
who stunned everyone by having a 10-2 record so far, might
have you believe this list was
compiled in 1995. We also
couldn't keep our anti-Yankee

ALL-STARS, from PAGE 5

HOME RUN KING: The Phillies' Jim Thome is our
unanimous selection for starting NL first baseman.

having a solid year among \l
first basemen, so he made Ihe
cut.
Second Basemen: Texas'
Alfonso Soriano is ihe obvious
pick, along with two surprise
names —Chicago's Juan Uribe
(.294,10,33) and Cleveland's
Ronnie Belliard (.312,4,31).
Third Basemen: There are
realistically only three deserving
candidates at all, and we picked
all three: Melvin Mora, 1 lank
Blalock and Alex RodriguezShortstops: Derek leter is having a sub-par year, and Nomar
(larciaparra was hurt for the
majority of the first half, so we
chose the Orioles Miguel T'ejada,
who has 61 RBIs, the Rangers
Michael Young (.327,10,45),
who had the pressure of replacing A-Rod at shortstop, and
(iirlos Guillen, who has had a
remarkable year for his new
team, the Tigers.
Outfielders: Six words:
Vladimir Guerrero, Vladimir
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MANAGEMENT
SERVICES. INC.

Wcbsiic: www.ncwlovcrcnt.il .com
email: newl >vcin.o(a ■iicwlovcrci lals.com

Something Geauttfidfor uou_
Sometfiing beautifuf'For 'Keeps*.
Gifts * Candles *Home ilecor
featuring Vera Bradley.
Bun's Bees & More
Slorc Hours: Mon-Sal. •) 9. Sun. 12 5
44 S. Main Slrcc-t Bulling Green. Oh 411/353-22.12
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Preferred
Properties Co.
All Unit* Newly Updated

Piedmont Apts
Haven House Manor
Fox Run

Serving BGSU &
Bowling Green

419-353-7272

©

Stop in at 530 S. Maple, in BG 352-9378
Mon-Fri:8 12& 1-4:30 Sat: 10-2

More than n ('raft Store&onty 5 blocks from the BCiSUcttntpuf!

We offer Everything!

An Supplies • Balloons • Candy Shop • Crafu/Yarn/Beads
Custom Frame Shop • Office Supplies * Party Supplies • Greek
Strapbooking Materials • Strapbooking • Beads & Jewelry Supplies
IVI S. Main Street Howling Grab Oh 4197352-3381)
Stoic Hmifv Mon-S.ii. ■):01).tm- 9:00pm. Sun. I lam- Spin

181 South Main- Bowling Green, OH- (419)352-4101 -(419)352-4101

Back to School Basics
Light bulbs • Bolts for lofts
Pire Wri.iitl.iiu coatings
Keys cut • Electrical supplies
®

0rjfe\ Serving 'Historic
(Downtown (BowCing §reen

AiCE
Hardware

ROUTING
GRgN

Tools & more!
STORE HOURS: MON-SAT 7:30 ') SUN 10 5

136 S. MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN. OH
419/352-0251

Offering Historic Ac Aichileclurc Tours
Complimentary Downtown Directories
Site lo Purchase "BG Bucks" The Downiown Gift Certificate

/CS&CA
Management Inc.

119 N. Main St.
Bowling Green. OH 43402

419-352-5895
Open for dinner al 5 p.m.
Mon Ihru Sat.

Cenuine CM A
Toyota Parts. Dally
Deliveries on
Special Ord«rs
Shop our prices
FREE quotes given.

306 Industrial Phwy
(Acioss from the
Coca Cola Plant)
FREE Estimates)

We service all GM and Lexus vehicles

FREE DELIVERY
(Available 11-3)
(419)352-4663

P*^*!

SUMMER HOURS
(1l-8pm,Mon-Sat>

fill

MMH

with purchase of ANY 12 inch sub

Cjifr Ctrtipcatet A"
Custom Qift 'Raiken
•Avaiiafo
icib" X. W.wMr
SHIM 15
(419) SSS-47S7

®

Traditionaland
SunUis Tanning

r\

(419)353-5800
www.meccabg.com
Apartment rentals

Days Inn • Bowling Green
1550 East Wooster Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Phone:419-352-5211
Fax:419-354-8030

8/2/04

PARENTS: JOIN OUR VISIT YOUR FALCON CLUB
TO RECEIVE SPECIAL RATES AND FREE ROOMS!

Open ■M-Tfi 9.9
fri »>-(>

L2T*_^.^SlC juiwinc^y
Welcome
Freshman
Students!

®

DAYS INN

offer expires

wA

cfc

,045N.MainSt.#7b
Bowling Green, Ohio
43402

1432E.Wto»ter,BG

@

tikAbout
OurPmto

Retail. Restaurants & More!

Phone: 419-354-4332 Email: downtown@wcnet.org

I lniisrts,iics • Paint

The North Face
ARCTERYX
Patagonia
Prana

ASE Certified
Technicians, Free
Shuttle Service.
Towing and Rental
Department

■ Birchwood Apts
• Houses and Duplexes
• and many more options

CHANGES ON MANE KG Ben Franklin

Casual to Technical

CSHZSIgD

7
5

®

Home of the famous
Brown Jug Steak Dinner

SWfHd OUT CUStOtnm for over 65 years!
Service Excellence Award Winner
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CLOTHING

Thayer Chevrolet - Toyota - Scion
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'Note: Map not to scale
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4 J -Cuts -Color -Perms
Corrective Color • Facial Waxing
•Nails • Acrylic Manicures
Pedicures -NailArt -Balances

©

OAKLAND ACE: We agree that the A's Mark Mulder
is the most deserving to start the All-Star Game.

©

826 S. Main St.BG
(next to Big Lots)

332 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH
(4I9| 352-5620
Fax: (4I9| 3.S2-1166

thenews@bgnews.com

T
H

S
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T
Bowling Green
© RE
F
T
businesses
(£>
©
welcome all
new students ©
and their
parents!
\

Who do you think should
be in the All-Star game?
E-mail us who you think
is more deserving.

WOOSTER STREET

(?)

M
A
P
L
E

NEWL9VE

bias from choosing Javier
Vazquez, because he is honestly
having a good year (8-5,3.38), so
we picked him.
Relief Pitchers: Mariano
Rivera is having another record
year with 28 saves and a paperthin 0.91 ERA We also chose loe
Nathan (22 SV), the only Twin
on the list, and the ex-Twin
Eddie Guardado (14). Our lists
were rounded out by two
Franciscos—Texas' Francisco
Cordero (23) and Anaheim's
Francisco Rodriguez! 1.11,63 K's
in 40.2 IP).
All statistics are accurate as of
Sunday, June 28 and were gathered from ESPN.com.

©
©
©©

Bowling
VTV

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Sat 8-5

Strrtiii Offmit
• lull Mfvlc* talon
■ matMQM
• facials
■ elaclrology
•body wrap*

• vrailng
■ pMOUTM
• rollonology

1 6)

Parents, surprise your students!

ORDER ONLINE at KlotzFlorist.com
1 -800-353-8351 ZE&tiSUS. 2£2?««.

'KCotf
end of S. College E
f.klolzfloral.com

WWW.B6NEWS.COM
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BG News Review

HERO RETURNS
SPIDER-MAN SEQUEL PROMISES MORE EXCITEMENT
"You're such a mystery," she
tells him.
Their honest performances are
very natural and sustained, but
when Peter can't meet MJ's desires
for a closer life, she gets engaged.
No chance of a raise from Daily
Bugle editor |. Jonah lameson,
well played again by J.K.
Simmons, who continues to sling
slander at Spidey to sell more
newspapers. Of course, friend
Harry Osbome resents Peter's job
and continues to seek vengeance
against Spider-Man.
Peter begins to believe that he's
no! supposed to have what he
wants and needs
"You're brilliant, but lazy," says
Peter's college professor.
"You're a nice guy, but you're
not dependable," says Peter's boss
Mr. Aziz.
Do nice guys finish last? Not in
this case. Peter's steadfast composure and honesty amid all of these
personal attacks and life challenges eventually provide the
strength he needs to succeed with
the busies! life possible.
Wait, I don't think Spider-Man

By Michael Siebenaler
iTAIF REVIEWER

Ho* olhcm ft*** lof Juno ?S-27 Al agora* m mtaona 04 Ml
Rank/T itWks in ROSMM WVnd Gross

Tired of House Hunting?
Newlove can help

Tobey Maguire returns as Peter
Parker, aJca Spiderman, in
"Spider-Man 2", based on the
popular comic series by Steve
Ditko and Stan Lee, who appears
in a heroic cameo rola Director
Sam Raimi and filmmakers make
every frame count beginning with
a creative art work sequence by
Alex Ross that summarizes the
previous installment and ending
with a great setup for the next
installment, due May 4,2007.
Peter finds great success in his
superhero duties, but can't seem
to catch a break (or even a snack),
as he rides an emotional roller
coaster while trying to balance his
personal life, attend college and
make a living. Peter keeps a high
sense of honor, righteousness and
admirable heroism that makes
him an admirable protagonist an
audience can identify with.
His relationship with life long
love, MJ (Mary lane Watson),
played by Kirsten Dunst, strains,
but the genuine care and honesty
remains.

has enough to do...how about a
nemesis to battle against?
In this episode, Dr. Otto
Octavius (a.k.a. Dr. Octopus), well
played by Alfred Molina
("Maverick", "Species"), fits the
bill. He seeks to use fusion to put
the power of the sun in the palm of
his hand with nanotechnology
and Al arms, but the arms end up
having a personality of their own.
Raimi uses varied camera techniques throughout the film to produce memorable sequences,
including some furiously paced
hospital mayhem, great point-ofview shots and a back-and-forth
pan technique on a balcony that
still surprises even though you
probably know what will happen.
Unfortunately, previews give away
a potentially great surprise
sequence in a restaurant.
Fight choreographer Dion Lam
and wire technician Yick Tin Hung
help create some amazing action
sequences where figures fly
through the air and maneuver
through the urban settings. Many
of these scenes surpass what any
stuntman could accomplish, so

naturally filmmakers turn to special effects for these action
sequences, which are again by
lohn Dykstra. The effects and sets
blend seamlessly except for one
notable scene when "Doc Oc"
finds his lair.
Besides the action, the film provides some great humor. The elevator scene is priceless and
Maguire pulls it off so well.
Look for standout supporting
roles from Mageina Tovah (TV's
"loan of Arcadia") as the daughter
of Peter's landlord, and Raimi
movie vet Bruce Campbell.
Screenwriter Alvin Sargent, who
won Oscars® for "Ordinary
People" and "lulia", produces the
plot with "screen story" writers
Michael Chabon ("Wonder Boys")
and the team of Alfred Cough &
Miles Millar (both worked on TV's
Smallville, "Shanghai Noon" and
"Shanghai Knights"). The plot creates great new opportunities
while tying up some loose ends,
especially a great interior scene
SPIDERMAN. PAGE 8

Trinity United
Methodist Church

Zi ADULT MART WEST r

NEWI9VL-

DVD • VIDEOS • TOYS
BACHELORETTE • BACHELOR PARTY GIFTS
CANDLES • SOAPS • GIFT BASKETS
LOTIONS • MASSAGE OILS
SbLtCTIONS
GREETING CARDS • MAGAZINES

THREE BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

Worship Times
9:15- Traditional
Service
W:30Sunday School
II :30-Conlemporary
Service

118 S. ENTERPRISE *B: Two or three bdrm. duplex. Eat in kitchen, dining room, two baths &

^Lingerie (Boutique

washer/dryer hookup. Close to campus & downtown $650.00 plus utilities.
318 w N. MAIN ST.: Three bdrm. unfum. upper apt. Spacious rooms. Resident pays electric only.

2O0 North Summit Strew
Bowling Green. Ohio 43*0-2527
Hionc4IO-3S.t-M.il
Fax 410-353-5101
E-mail tnnil><n «vncl t"i:

www. myad u Itwa rehouse. com

ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE(3) UNRELATED PEOPLE. NON-SMOKING. S610.00.
638 S. MAIN ST. INO: three bdrm. duplex. Very quiet neighbourhood. Washer/dryer hookup.
Basement. Front & back porches. Resident pays all utilities ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE
(3) UNRELATED PEOPLE. S67S.00.

18 &
OLDER

10 MINUTES EAST OF BOWLING GREEN
20 MINUTES SOUTH OF TOLEDO

CORNER RT 6 & 23
419-288-2131

Praising and Proclaiming Christ
al the Heart of Bowling Green

^ |=g

127 E. MERRY ST.: Ihree bdrm. house. Nice sire yard. Large rooms. Resident pays utilities.
Off-street parking. ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE (3) UNRELATED PEOPLE. S745.00.
111 OAK ST.: Three bdrm. upper duplex Resident pays utilities ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN

&

THREE (3) UNRELATED PEOPLE. $745.00. NONSMOKING LIVING ESTABLISHMENT!!

E2EH

319 E. REED: Three bdrm, two car garage house close to campus $925.00 phis ironies.

«fc
fc

4SS S. SUMMIT: Three bdrm. house with washer/dryer hookup. Double living room. Nice sized
lot Close to campus & business district. 579S.0O plus utilities.

HI- - Mongrel*

41?-?«-S«9

NEWIWE
Kent ills

332 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH

.

CatfehiCreekfBand

1^*^

(Just retuned fromjha Nugget B Reno)

JULY
Saturday

O 200-*

CLASSIC OR SHOW ON MAIN STREET

iiiH..i:iH.i.TOim«nnr

www.newtoverentals.com

Noon til 4pm

DREAM CARS

newloveinfolnnewloverentals.com

Tn Nimbus
(2004 BGSU Battle of the Ban* Winner)

nouscwmmamm» FOOD OIUU- run Mime
CAUS 0NH AT 10:00 AM lOtUUIIOIKMOPni!
HUSK nun am
cooLnrjmcnoiiTUTi

MM? lERIKE

•NORE'ADMISSION*

400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
Sunday Hours: 12:00 pm - 3:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

TKhM
ma

lain Dae
Ji.l.ith
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The Obsidian

•FREE Heat

For fufthet details,
contact Main Street BG
at I41MS4-4332
o* email downtowiv&mntt.org

tO Check US OUt (Lot A 9-10:30, 1-4:30)

2 Swimming Pools.

The Obsidian is the University's multicultural publication dedicated to
representing and reporting on the
diverse multicultural community at
BGSU, inclusive of all ethnic, cultural,
gender and lifestyle populations.

•3 Laundromats
•1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
•Plenty of Resident & Visitor
parking.

No AkohoiK Bevetage* Permitted
Ewnl Cancelled in ihe event of rain.

Get out of the Heat
and Into a Home

NEWIPVE
Kent ills

with Newlove

The Obsidian, is looking for creative,
dedicated, and diverse staff members
such as YOU!

Ride our Free Resident Shuttle

, t-.Tu.i.c 12:30-2:30
DOWLING ROAD w/ Mike Mitchell

ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
125 CUV ST. K-D: One- bdrm. apartments large rooms. FREE GAS HUT, WATER &
SEWER. Resident pays electric only. $350.00 per mo. foe a 12 mo. lease.
228 S. COLLEGE #B-J: One bdrm. apartments. Close to campus.Off-street parking. FREE
GAS HUT, WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric only.High speed internet and AC
available. $370.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. $470.00 for a « mo. lease.
234 S. COLLEGE HIP: One bdrm upper apt with eat in kitchen. Close to campus. $3(0.00

Pertinent issues face students with
multicultural backgrounds in ways that
many may not know of, this publication
serves to inform as well as entertain
students from all backgrounds.

per mo. for a 12 mo. lease plus utilities.
320 ELM ST. «0: One bdrm. spacious apt. completely furnished. FREE WATER a SEWER.
Resident pays electric/heal. Close to campus. $375.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
$475.00 for a » mo. lease.
317 MANVILLE #G: One bdrm. unfurnished or furnished apt. in a courtyard setting. Resident
pays electric & gas. S33S.O0 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

If you know you have something to offer,
or perhaps think you can enrich this
publication forward all questions and/or
concerns to the Editor-in-Chief: Allia J.
Miller: alliam@bgnet.bgsu.edu or to the
advisor Robert Bortel:
rbortel@bgnet.bgsu.edu

2241/2 TROOP: One bdrm. upper apt. Close lo campus. $350.00 per mo. plus utilities.
134 E. WOOSTER ST. 18: One bdrm. apt. Located downtown above a business, large rooms.
Resident pays all utilities. Central AC. $300.00 per month for a 12-mo. lease.

419-352-562Q

NFWIWE
Kcntiils

332 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN. OH
www.newloverentals.com
newloveinfoonewloverentals.com
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NEW RELEASE
HAS POTENTIAL
Matt Hawkins
SIAfF REVIEWER

Hard rockers Breaking
Benjamin are back with their
second studio album "\Ve Are
Not Alone" and this time they
are destined to become regulars
Ml the modem rock charts.
I heir first single "So Cold"
lias already been tearing up the
airwaves and others are soon to
follow.
This four-piece band from
Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania
formed in 200O when guitarist
Aaron Pink and bassist Mark
lames Klepaski quit the band
I Her 10 team up with vocalist
Ben Burnley and drummer
leremy I lummel. In 2002, they
recorded their major label
debut,
"Saturate"
with
I lollywood llecords, which
showcased the bands talent for
writing catchy, hard-edged
tunes that rocked in every sense
of die word. Yet something was
missing from this album; a popular radio hit.
"We .Are Not Alone", the fol-

low up to their 2002 debut, has
this missing ingredient needed
to catapult Breaking Benjamin
into superstardom. It has real
potential to be an even bigger
hit with the mainstream crowd,
and should spawn at least one
future Top 20 hit.
While "Saturate" was filled
with cleverly written hard rocking tunes, only the tracks
"Polyamorous" and "Skin"
received any sort of airplay,
which was minimal in comparison to similar bands that came
out onto the rock scene at the
same time such as Trap! and
Sccther. It probably did not help
that the only true ballad on the
album was the hidden track
"Porevcr."
But in "We Are Not Alone",
lead singer Ben Burnley shows
he also has a talent for singing
softer ballads, like tunes such as
"Rain" and "Porget It," which
were both co- written by
Burnley and former Smashing
Pumpkins front man Billy
Corgan. The soft, melodic tune

"Forget It" is sure to catch atten- ruses with sharp hooks that will
tion as a single in the near future get stuck in your head for days.
and has mainstream potential Both are also strong candidates
as a Top 20 multi-format smash to be released as singles.
This record is just another
hit
However, this softer side by example of a good rock band
no means takes away from the maturing into a great one with
pure energy and cninchy gui- loads of potential to become big
tars that can also be heard on in 2004.
this record. Songs like "Believe"
Overall Grade: A
and the powerful but catchy
"Breakdown" show that they
still have not
lost
their
hard-hitting,
metallic edge
from the first
record.
Other
songs such
as "Pollow"
and "Sooner
or
Later/
show
the
bands
dynamic
ability of crePhoto Courtesy ol *w».holly*ooilrecofds.i0.com
ating
extremely
ALBUM RELEASE: Breaking Benjamin releascatchv choes their second album "We Are Not Alone".

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS
Check out our selection

SPIDERMAN, FROM PAGE 7

where Peter talks with his Aunt
May.
Returning music composer
Danny Hitman adds great impact
to the story and the music soundtrack includes songs by
Hoobastank, Maroon 5, Train.
Yellowcard, The Ataris and
Dashboard Confessional.
Filmed in California. Chicago
and New York City, "Spider-Man

BG'sBEST—

TOBACCO

•T-Shirts

• Baseball!

• Sweatshirts

• Charms

• Shorts

•Window Stickers

• Coffee Mugs

•ID Holders

• Jewelry

• Blankets

1 180 N. Main Street (next to the Woodland Mall)
(419)352-5989 Mon-Fri: 9-7 • Sot 9-6 'Sun: 11-5

In house embroidery and sewn on letters.
Over 500 fabrics to dioose from!

Best Quality, Best Service,
& Best Pricing!

2" comes highly recommended
C"l/2) and has a rating of PG-13
for action-related violence. If
filmmakers continue on this
path, the Spidey film trilogy could
potentially surpass "The Lord of
the Rings" series at the box office.
Previews don't give away all the
surprises, but you must avoid
looking at the cast list before you
sec the film.

CUT-RATE

531 Ridge St., BO
(419)352-8333

Collegiate Connection

•BabyT

Dr. Octopus adds a
sinister touch

of BGSU merchandise!

Mun-Fri 10-5:30
Sat 10-5

•Jackets

Ptiototrapher Name 8G News

SUPER HERO SEQUEL Spiderman (Toby Maguire) is in search of
Dr. Otto Octavius (Alfred Molina) in Columbia Pictures' "SpiderMan 2." The movie hit theaters this week.

Marlboro
S27.w ctn.

Basic
S23.w ctn.

Skoal
Copenhagen
S3.W can

Parliaments
$3.02 pack

Collegiate ^59^ Connection

_>

_

expires 8/11/04

%®FIF
on any one BGSU item

• Sorority & Fraternity
Merchandise

' Browse our walk-in Humidor for Arturo Fuente, Monteslno, Macanudo,
Padron and many more!
' From value priced to Flavored Exotic, cigarettes- all at absolute state
' minimum prices.
'Complete Roll-Your-Own supplies, check it out!
1

30 flavored blunt wraps starting as low as 35c

Nfr Register for weekly $25.°o gift certificates it

FREE

Lighter with
Carton Purchase

You wont believe our LOW PRICES!

Rise Above High-Risk Drinking

THb-BOWLlNU

Open this Summer
11:30 sun.-1:30 p.m.
Monday ■ Thursday

It's as easy as:
The high-risk drinking rate has decreased 2.3%
since 2000.

greene ry
We accept BiG Charge, Cash,
Credit Card and MEAL PLANS!

Almost 99% of BGSU students do NOT drink daily.

When BGSU students drink, most (70%) choose a
designated driver.

An "open air" bistro, located on the second floor of the Student
Union. Diners may choose from a wide variety of different items
in a wide price range and variety of tastes. Menu items include
salads, soups, sandwiches, and entree options including seafood
and vegetarian. Don't forget to save room for dessert.

su

■ OWIN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION

DINING SERVICES

Brought to you by Wellness Connection. Student Health Service, and ODADAS.
Data from the 2002 ACHA Health Assessment

I.OOKlMi FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
&

UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Mercer at Clough
Short block S. of Wooster

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

ALL LOCATIONS

Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm
apis. 9 and 12 monlh leases.
Furnished Available.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UNIVERSITY COURTS
1&2 bedrooms for malure students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.

'Tenant Friendly" Management
24 hr. emergency maintenance
Cable provided at all locations
Central air & heat
Convenient laundry facilities
Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
Short walk to Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER
(419) 352 -0164
"WALK ON OVER"
www.universitycourts-uvillageapartments.com
£
?

«*•%••

.

OWIN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION
0Flexible scheduling around classes.
050% discount on food while working.
"-*-—«*»**"
Stretch you Flex Funds!
,tmam
sun-Thu™
0 Potential to earn $1,000 scholarship
after working 520 hours.
Optn 7 days a wMk

**

Fri-Sat 10am-1am
4l»-728-0300

BGSU O pf rtor1a.com

0Meet new friends on campus while
earning money.

0Start early to get your first choice of scheduling,

Apply on-line at www.pertoria.com
Click on the BGSU link under Locations.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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For Rent

Help Wanted

The
Bee Gee
News
became a
daily
paper
in 1965.

$101! Police seized property
TV's, PC's and more
For info 800-749-8107 ext. P 960

The BG Nc«\ will mn knowingly Keep)
*l»rnlaments thai diMriminait, or emeoungc
Jiwfimiiution ■IVIMI tny individual u* group
><n ihf batd of race. «• color,«rrnl. rtltpon.
MIMBUI origin. MIIWI onrnuuon. dit»Wiiy,
MM a* a -cicran. or on Ike batii ot any oihtf
legally protected Maiuv
TKe BG New* mervci the ngM io decline, diicontinue or reviie any edvertiiemen. Mich ai
ihoac found to be defamatory, lacking in factual ba>it. misleading of fabe in nature. All
adverliwmenti are •ubjcvl to editing and
approval.

Learn a skill lor life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING1 $300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
" Cleaning and miscellaneous help
tor approximately 2 weeks, starting
Aug. 9. Call 419-353-0325.
Advertising Coordinator. No experience needed. $1200/2 week projects. Summer, email gradmarketlngOrogers.com 1-877-410-7332.

Help Wanted
MANAGES - APARTMENTS
Live-in resident manager, 2 year
commitment. Salary plus free apt. at
640 Third St. Send resume to:
12205 E. Gypsy Lane. BG.

MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDEDI
Get Paid to Shop! Flexible work
Irom home or school. FT/PT Make
own hours. (800) 830-8066.

.t

1

^B

ACROSS

for Graduate students.
Two bedroom, vaulted
ceiling, skylight, ceramic
tile, high efficiency heat,
central air, dishwasher,
exhaust microwave,
located downtown with
extra storage lockers and
laundry on-site.
$735

HIGHLAND MANAGEMENT
t JO E Washington Street, BG
419.354.6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

1 bedroom, house on 7th St.
Available immediately. Clean,
no util. $395 mo 419-287-4337.

M^

'

The Homestead

" Lg. & sm. houses avail. Also, apis
& effic. All next to campus, plus
rooms as low as $230 mo. Incl. all
util. Individual leases. 419-353-0325
9am to 9pm.

HH
■i

"
'

BRAND NEW *

2 bdrm. duplex apt tor sub-lease.
123 W Merry. 2 private entrances,
w/d hook-up, private off street parking, quiet neighborhood. $585 mo. +
Contact Mary 419-352-2291.
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Personal magnetism
U.S commander in Vietnam
Scraped area
Wretched
In an obedient manner
Forum plattorms
Body-shop concern
Raw appetizers
Knack
Villain's took
Cheerleader's yell
Braided string
"Chilly Scenes of Winter" author
Film-cntic Roger
Gish and Hellman
Grandiloquent speeches
Captive

51
52
56
58
59
63
64
65
66
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Sell-out letters
Language similar to Provencal
Follow
Twenty Questions category
Tactful one
Nap
Part of a phone number
Past and present
Ghost costume
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IEST PIZZA 11 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISniNieLLO'SI

SPECIAL
MEDIUM TWO

5^203
N. Mom ™«
Deliver™ 352-5,66
^■■■^^
Sh.*h
S5.7S Minimum

ITEM PIZZA

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri.»Sat.«Sun.

SINCE 1972

a 0

44
47
48
49

SERVING
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"The Pawnbroker" star
Slangy okay
Continental NASA equivalenl
Trait carriers

39 Molded beforehand
40 "Seven Year Ache"
singer Cash
42 Musician's organ
43 Letter after pi
45 Complete
46 Harvested
50 * Marner"
53 Old Testament
prophet
54 Kick back
55 Pub choices
57 Scottish lake
59 Pat gently
60 Cohort ol Curly
61 Fruit drink
62 Hanoi holiday

ANSWERS
1

41 Computer key

BRAND NEW *

1, 2 4 3 bdrm. apts. at 215-221
Manville. Available May & August.
Call 352-5239.
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1 Scoundrel
2 TV movie channel
3 Trajectory
4 Predatory attack
5 _ of Scilly
6 Brown pigment
7 Made liquid by heat
8 Even one
9 Out of kilter
10 Kin of raspberries
11 Take it easy
12 Unpleasant reminders
13 Cattle plague
14 Cuts slits
20 Planet's path
21 Poker bullet
22 Stick up
23 Cold feet
25 Swell
28 Frock
30 Actor Wallach
31 African lily
32 Having a thin metallic
sound
34 Lively pace
37 Small bill
38
ol terror
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For Rent
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Tired of your small living space?
Check out Channg Cross Apts
and see the difference 352-0590

" FULLY FURNISHED ROOM "
FREE Continental Breaktast
FREE Utilities, FREE cable,
FREE Local Phone Calls.
MONTHLY RENTAL ONLY $350
No Lease. Within walking distance
of BGSU. Call Caren at
Days Inn Bowling Green.
1550 E. Wooster St (419) 352-5211
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Subleasing 1 bdrm apt. above Wizard Graphics. Avail, begin Aug. for 1
yr. $255 mo. plus util. 440-934-5980
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HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT

2 bedroom, 1/2 block from BGSU.
Available mid August.
Grad Students. 419-353-3855.

130 E. Washington St Bowling Green
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2004-2005 Apartments
Lease tor 12 mo's.. pay for 11
419-353-8206

419-354-6036
Low security deposits!
(Jay-Mar only)

r 709 5th Street

419 353 2277

163 South Main Street
Bowling Green

3 bdrm. home, dim St., 2 blks from
south campus. Lg. Ivg. rm., Lg.
kitchen, util. rm, w/d. $825 plus util.
Avail. Mid-Aug. 419-352-7090.

The HighlandsOne bedroom. Laundry
facilities in building. A/C,
Quiet1 Starting at S375

have a safe'

&
happy holiday

APARTMENTS

Jay-Mar Apts. Newly
remodeled. All appliances.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C. Gas heat.
Starting at $510

FEATURING

f= FRESH

3 bedroom apt. available August,
single rooms at Greenbriar. Call
1-419-797-2404 or 419-341-1848.

1-2-3 Bttmom Aiirtnmts

From Only

426 E. Wooster. 3 bdrm apt.
Available 8/04. $850 mo. Util. incl.

Apt. for rent. 2 bdrm. $525 mo. only
pay elec. 1 yr. lease. E. Merry, 1
block Irom campus. 419-346-3597.
Available Aug. 15.3 bdrm. apt.
Close to BGSU. Lease required.
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2 BEDROOM $4000
Buy HUD home.
For listings 800-749-8106 ext. B 955

353-7547.
Mystery Shopper noeded in Bowling
Green. No fees to pay. Apply online
at www.secretshopnet.com
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Smith Apt Rentals
BGApts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts - $490 + gas/elec
402 E. Court - 2 BR Apt
419-352-8917

••Efficiencies & studios tor 2005
avail, for lease by the week, month,
sem. & year. All util. incl. Fully turn.,
cable TV. 352-1520 tor more into.

40 yr. male sub. teacher seeks
financially secure female tor lunch
date/meeting. 419-335-3555.
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Nice 4 bedroom house on Summit
St. Available ASAP. Please call 419575-0557 for details.

$650

Personals

'
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$5O0 POLICE IMPOUNDS
Honda's, Chevy's trom $500.
For listings 800-749-8104 ext. 4558

RSQ^IO.

brought to you by

Male has (umished room w/ freedom
of house to a clean, neat & responsible. $200 dep., $250/mo.. no other
bills. 354-6117.

For Sale

$80001!! 4 bedroomlll
Buy tore closure. For listings
call 800-749-8106 ext. H 584

Classified Ads
372-6977

The Daily Crossword Fix

Available Aug. 15th. 3 bedrm. apt.. 3
bedim, house, 2 bedrm. house.
Leases required. Close to BGSU
(419)686-4651

HJ Personal care assistants needed.
■ Prefer nursing students or related
experience. Apply on-line.
www.geocrlles.com/lairylatl3962

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, CM
Shuttle stop across the street
S 500 ■ month Full Year Lease

PRIME RIB
—

DAILY
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Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

419-686-4651

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at

,
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(419)352-1150

$465!

Additional Site to Choose
Irom: Summit Hill

On selected floor plans

We 'II lake care ol you. Best pnee.
well maintained, privacy and
deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

HIGHLAND

entrance
.

• Patio

MANAGEMENT
www.bghighlandmgmt.com j
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• Spacious kitchen

hi^liliiiulr; m-nrl.orK
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• Laundry facilities
■ Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking

GREENBRIAR, INC.

18 Holes
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a round of Mini-Golf!
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419-352-0717

Great Date Spot
Lighted at Night
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great selection of:

FREE HEAT

1,2,3,01*1014 Bedroom
Apartments & Houses
Available for Fall 2004

Mnnagcment Inc.

Hillsdale Apt

Directions From BG.

GRADUATE STUDENT APARTMENTS

9 Miles North on Main St. (Rt. 25) in Perrysburg

(1 bedroom & efflciences)

Open

445 I

Wooster Bowling Green.OH
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Manaxcmcnt Inc.
[JUNE

30TH

- JULY 6TH

♦ SHOWTIMES»
DODGEBALL
(PG-13)

I

I

Li'U
APPLE PIE
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CHILI CHEESE FRIES

1
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12:30,2:50
5:00,7:45,10:20

12:15,2:40,4:50

SHREK 2

7:10, 9:35

(PGI

SPIDERMAN 12:00,1:00,3:00
4:00,7:00,7:20
2
M5,10:15

(PG-13)
, SPKY CHICKEN SANDWICH C
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10 I DOUIIF. IAC0N CHHSEIURGf R C0M«0 .
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RAUYBURGER*
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WHITE
CHICKS
(PG-13)

ALL BEEF HOT DOG
0. <4*MI rf-Wtl WfcfWhi.irHf

1:15,4:30
7:20,10:10

Tuesday, July 6th,
Stuart Unit (PG)
10:00 am tickets only $1.00

land

TOWNeCEMTTIE

| HON£YGRIUiD» CHICKEN SANDWICH I PREMIUM CHICKEN BREAST SANDWICH COMtO ,
.-MMfUliBlMi-WW
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1234 N Main St. (R1.2SI. Bowling Grew
MAIL: 419-3544447
MOVIE TIMES: 419 J54 OSS8

vvww.woodtandtc com
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1082 Fairview

1 & 2 Bdrm Apts./
3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -Washer/Dryer
Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)
Carports
BGSU Bus stop

419-353-7715

Offer not valid wttfi My o*er
Expires 2004 ifinn.

Spring/Fall 3p.m. - dark
(419) 874-5557
Summer 12 p.m. to midnight

«A!E^CA

Evergreen Apt., 215 E Poe
2bdrms/SPECIAL
Starting at $525/Mo.+elec.
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop

Management Inc.
Heinzslte Apt.,
710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.
CAN WALK TO CAMPUS
Starting at $415/Mo.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

10 Wendesday. June 30.2004

CUSS BEGINS: The class warms up before participating in the day's lessons.

Shobu Aikido of Ohio
n
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Sensei lay Chikyo of the shobo Akido dojo in Holland, Ohio,
shows his students the way of self defence, and also self development. The dojo is built around a close family-like atmosphere. The
an is built around the ability to preserve one's own life while also preserving that of one's opponent. The classes consist of both male and
female members, and also have hours set aside for childeren.
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Ptiotos by Will ClarkBG New
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PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: Above left and right, students perform defensive moves.

KEEPING A CLOSE WATCH: Sensei looks on as moves are done.

FINISHING MOVES: Above and Below, Dojo members finish
up on dificult moves in practice.

SHOW THEM HOW: Seinsei demostrates personally how the move should be executed.
I
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